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Abstract—Multipath routing is an interesting tool to provide a
fast reaction time to protect networks from failure or congestion.
Indeed, a local alternate path computation allows to faster re-
route the traffic without flooding the entire network with Link
State Advertisements. The restoration depends therefore on the
protection guaranteed by each router. Distributed techniques
allow to entrust the potential restoration to each router where it
is possible. We distinguish multipath routing and fast rerouting
techniques to underline the possibility to use alternate routes for
load balancing or just as backup solution. In this paper we first
summarize our incoming interface multipath routing technique
and then analyze its capabilities in terms of protection. We
evaluate several routing techniques to achieve a good coverage.
Results indicate that our hop by hop routing multipath protocol
performs almost as well as the best unipath rerouting technique
whereas it can also be used for proportional routing.

Index Terms—Fault tolerance, Multipath Routing, Fast re-
routing, Coverage, Path computation.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Protection and restoration add a new layer of reliability,
integrity and availability for the network resilience on every
routers they are applied to. Protection is commonly defined
by pre-provisioning a backup path. This ensures a quick re-
covery time because the path is computed, but not necessarily
activated, before failure. When a failure occurs, a restoration
protocol computes an alternate path on demand, or just selects
a pre-computed alternate path. IP’s Interior Gateway Protocols
(IGP), such as OSPF [12] or ISIS [14] have to flood the
entire network when topology changes (through Link State
Advertisements,LSA) and each router needs to recompute all
paths with aSPF (Shortest Path First) algorithm. However
for real-time service level requirements, the reaction time
might be too long to offer a sufficient quality of service.
Applications such as VoIP are particularly sensitive to packet
loss, therefore a fast restoration scheme is vital to avoid
disruptions. A restoration time lower than 50 milliseconds
became a reference [6] to guarantee the efficiency of recovery
techniques. There are two simple ways to reduce the time
which is necessary to compute new routes. The first consists
in segmenting the network in multiple areas because there are
fewer routers concerned by failures. The second one aims at
minimizing the time period between two consecutiveHello
messages to reduce the failure detection time. Even though
today links speed andCPU power are considerable, these

two techniques are generally insufficient to reach a short
reaction time. Another research area is the optimization of
the time used to recompute the routes which have a failed
link (for example the incrementalSPF given in [10]) or
the optimization of theFIB (Forwarding Information Base)
updating procedure. All these techniques have to be paired
with pre-computed alternate paths.
The reaction time depends on three elements :

a) Failure detection (timers issue,SDH alarms)
b) Failure notification (link state broadcasting, topological

database updating)
c) Re-routing (path restoration andFIB updating)

In this article we focus on path provisioning protocols to
accelerate the rerouting phase. We specifically study recovery
based onIGP such as IP fast re-routing. First, we analyze
the number of validated loop free alternate routes. Then, we
weight up local recovery capabilities (on the router which
detects the failure) as compared to global recovery capabilities,
on routers which are located upstream from the failure. The
main difficulty to achieve an efficient protection with real
multipath routing, compared to unipath routing, is that an
IP packet can be forwarded on several routes for a given
destination even before any failure occurs. Hence, routes are
not only designed for protection aspects but for load balancing
too. We therefore cannot consider that, in alternate routes
computation, a router forwards traffic only via the shorstest
route. Conditions used to validate loop free alternate routes
have to take into account the fact that routers may forward
packets through different next hops for the same destination.
In the first section we introduce a brief state of the art of
most common techniques using multipath routing. Then, we
present our distributed multipath routing technique DT(p).
In the third section, we analyze, with several topologies,
different IP routing techniques characteristics and advantages.
We conclude with a discussion about future extensions to
provide a global mechanism of restoration and protection.

II. RESILIENCE AND FAST RE-ROUTING

Different layers of protection and restoration can be used
to protect Internet communications. In this section, we focus
on network layer protection schemes such asMPLS (tunnels
above link layer), multipath routing and IP rerouting tech-
niques. Two principal kinds of routing schemes exist to achieve



protection and restoration on multiple paths at the network
layer level. The first category gathers source routing methods
(back-up tunnels built as an overlay network above the link
layer) whereas the second category gathers distributed routing
methods. Here, we do not consider the load balancing issue.

A. Multipath source routing

Source routing multipath techniques are generally made up
of two components for path provisioning :

a) Path computation algorithms (such asK’s best path [7]
or CRA [13]) to compute efficient protection paths.

b) Path signalling protocols (such asRSVP-TE[5] or CR-
LDP [9]) to position these computed paths.

The main advantage of this technique is to easily choose
backup tunnels, without considering loop presence as in
distributed methods. Indeed, it is important that the bypass
tunnel guarantees the bandwidth requirements assumed by
the primary path. However, with path protection, only ingress
nodes which label or reserve path resources until the egress
nodes are able to shift the traffic from one path to another. So
the reaction time can be as long as the propagation delay on
the return path. With link or span protection, the reaction can
be faster, but does not scale very well, since the number of
bypass tunnels can quickly become too large (and similary, the
signalling messages overhead). Consequently, even with path
protection, the extensibility in terms of Ingress/Egress routers
pairs using such techniques is limited. In anMPLScloud, only
border routers can play this role in a reasonable perspective.
Moreover, with path protection, a single link failure can affect
simultaneously several primary paths, resulting in a large
amount of signalling messages as depicted in [2].

B. Distributed routing

The second category gathers IP hop by hop routing methods
which can partially solve these problems. However they have
to guarantee that IP packets in transit will not loop. Table
I gives the definitions used to express the loop free routing
property. Any of the conditions (1), (2), (3) or (4) can be used
to avoid loops.v and p are adjacent tos, v is a downstream
router, whereasp is an upstream router tos for a given
destinationd (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Loop free routing

These conditions are sufficient but not necessary to find
loop free alternate routes. Consequently, on poorly connected
networks, a loop free alternate route (or rather associatednext
hop, denoted NH in the following) cannot always be found

even if one exists. The loop free routing property ons with
for neighborv can be expressed as :

Cj(s, d) = C1(s, d) ∧ v = NHj(s, d) (1)

C1(v, d) < C1(s, d) (2)

C1(v, d) < C1(p, d) (3)

C1(v, d) < C1(s, d) + C1(v, s) (4)

Notations Definitions:

G(N, E, w) Oriented graphG with a set of nodesN , a set of
edgesE and a strictly positive valuation w of edges.

|N |, |E| respective cardinal of setsN andE.
{e.x, e.y} edgee ∈ E which connects nodex to nodey

e−1 = {e.y, e.x} is in the opposite orientation.
k−(x), k+(x) incoming and outgoing degree of nodex.
Pj(s, d) = jth best path linkings to d. Recursively,
{e1, ..., em} this is the best path whose first edge is distinct from

the first edge of thej − 1 best paths.
Cj(s, d) = jth best cost computed ons towards d∑m

i=1
w(ei) (1 ≤ j ≤ k+(s)), (0 < m < |N |).

NHj(s, d) jth best next hop computed ons towardsd. This is
the first hope1.y of Pj(s, d).

NH(p, s, d) set of next hops validated on the routers for the
upstream routerp as input and towards destinationd.

Table I: Notations

1) Multipath routing: Condition (1), used byECMP (Equal
cost multipath extension of routing protocol such as OSPF and
IS-IS), verifies that ajth path cost computed ons, is equal to
its best one with a very simple enhancedSPF algorithm. For
example, in figure 2 (we consider that all link costs are equal),
router1 has two equal cost paths to reach the destination6.
Condition (2) can be verified in a distributed way, i.es asks
its neighbors for the cost of their best path to be strictly less
than its own. Neighbors cost,C1(v, d), could be obtained with
distance vectors diffusion as with the Loop Free Invariant
condition (LFI ) introduced in [17]. Condition (2) can also be
verified with a local computation ifs computes shortest path
trees routed at its neighbors. A NH set activated with condition
(1) on a given routers is a subset the NH set activated with
condition (2). However with an an uniform link valuation, it
produces equivalent sets of NHs.
Condition (2) is extended with a source path deflection com-
putation in [18]. This article presents a set of rules whose
increasing flexibility allows to widen the space of valid neigh-
bors. Condition (3) proposed in [18] does not prevent loops at
the node level but does so at the link level. Indeed, a packet
can transit twice by the same router but never by the same
link. Authors argue that the queue is the primary resource
to save, however delays can increase if paths contain several
times the same router and this consumes more resources. We
do not think that the queue usage is the only resource that
a network administrator has to take care of. This condition
needs an enhanced SPF algorithm to compute path costs of
the neighborhood. With condition (3), router1 of figure 2 can
use four paths to forward its traffic to6 : the two best ones,
1−2−4−6 and1−3−5−6, and also longer ones1−2−3−5−6
and1 − 3 − 2 − 4 − 6.



The first three conditions can be used for load balancing
and traffic engineering on multiples routes. Restoration isa
more complex issue with multipath routing than with unipath
routing. Viable next hops are potentially simultaneously used,
whereas pure restoration methods use alternate routes only
for rerouting. Thus, fast rerouting topological conditions do
not have to take into account the possibility of simultaneously
using several routes to link a unique pair of routers.
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Figure 2: Simple network illustration

2) Fast rerouting techniques:Condition (4) used in [4]
guarantees that a neighborv does not uses as a possible
NH in any of its shortest paths for a given destinationd. To
ensure this condition, with the Loop Free Alternate validation
denotedLFA, s needs to computeC1(v, d). In figure 2, router
2 has a loop free alternate path via router3 thanks to the path
2 − 3 − 5 − 6 (C1(3, 6) < C1(2, 6) + C1(3, 2)).
With poorly connected topologies, the coverage achieved by
LFA in terms of protection is low and it is even lower with
the other conditions. This motivates the introduction of U-
turns (denotedUTURN in the following) in [3]. A UTURN
alternate to a routers (for a failure on a direct outgoing link
e = {s, v}) is a router adjacent tos which does not include
the link e in one of its LFA path for a given destinationd.
Indeed, aUTURN alternate is a router which does not verifies
condition (4) : it usess as a primary next hop towardsd, so
it has to notify s that it has aLFA alternate. For example,
in figure 2 router6 is called anECMP UTURN Alternate
of router4 for destination1 thanks to one of its best paths :
6−5−3−1. Router6 needs to have an entry in its forwarding
table which takes into account the incoming link{4, 6}. Thus,
it does not validate its best path6−4−2−1 for traffic coming
from 4. TheUTURN technique requires a cooperation between
neighbors to restore the path in case of a failure. The incoming
link is used to distinguish incoming traffic. This distinction
effectively allows to forward traffic with a finer granularity:
flows coming from different interfaces do not need to be
forwarded to the same next hop. However,UTURN uses two
modes of forwarding : the normal case where only best paths
are used for routing, and the case in which a failure activates
alternate paths. The condition used byUTURN is exclusively
designed for the fast rerouting issue, whereas the first three
conditions allow to share the load among several next hops.
Multipath routing protocols have to verify stricter conditions
to guarantee that routes can be used simultaneously without
waiting for a failure detection. Indeed, whenUTURN or LFA

using simultaneously primary and alternate routes that may
create routing loops. Another advantage of multipath routing
is stability when multiple failures or congestions occur. Fast
failure detection can often result in a link with a high load
to be falsely classified as a failed link. As a result, if a link
fails on the primary route and a congestion occurs on the
only alternate route, packets could be dropped with multipath
routing techniques whereas a fast rerouting technique can
produce transient loops causing severe troubles.

III. T HE DT(P) PROTOCOL

In this section, we summarize our distributed multipath
routing protocol DT(p) in its two stages of loop free paths
computation and validation. The originality of our technique
is the distinction made by each router on the origin of the flow
(the incoming link) to forward traffic.
We distinguish two kinds of traffic:

1) local traffic : traffic coming from the router itself and/or
its attached subnetworks.

2) transit traffic : traffic coming through other routers.

Transit traffic coming from different interfaces and towards
the same destination does not have to be forwarded through
the same set of next hops. In addition, all the sets of next hops
computed for transit traffic are included in the set of next hops
validated for local traffic (for a given destination).
First, all nodes compute a set of paths and their associated
costs to reach all destinations of the domain. Routers then ask
each others to position routing rows depending on computed
costs and according to the incoming interface. A routing
row on a routers is defined by an entry in the forwarding
table which permit to route the traffic from a given incoming
interface p and to a destinationd through one next hop
NHj(s, d) ∈ NH(p, s, d).
The DT section introduces our enhancedSPF algorithm and
the DT(p) section briefly describe our loop avoiding protocol.

A. Dijkstra Transverse DT

The first stage is to construct a candidate routing table with
a Dijkstra modified algorithm we callDijkstra-Transverse.
The DT algorithm considers a subset of paths with distinct
first edges including at most onetransverseedge (definitions
are given in Table II). Hence, if an alternate path exists, our
algorithm always computes the best one.

DT computation consists in three main steps :

a) Compute the best path tree andsimple transversepaths.
b) Construct abackward transversepath set and add it to

the previous set.
c) Construct aforward transversepath set and add it to the

previous set.

TheDT algorithm constructs a cost matrix for all destinations
and for each possible next hop. This matrix is used by
upstream routers to test the next hop validity in the inter-
neighbor validation phase.
Complexity of theDT algorithm is :

O(|N |2 + |E| + |N | × k+(s)) = O(|N |2)



Terms Definitions

branch all best pathsP1(s, d) in the best path tree
branchh(s) which have the same first edge{s, h}.
transverse an edge is transverse if it connects two distinct branches.
simple a path of m edges{e1, e2, ..., em} such that
transverse {e1, e2, ..., em−1} forms a best pathP1(s, em−1.y)
Pt(s, d) and such thatem is a transverse edge.
backward a path of m edges{e1, e2, ..., em} such that for aw i.e
transverse 0 < w < m, {e1, ..., ew} is simple transverse, and such
Pbt(s, d) that {e−1

m , e−1

m−1
, ..., e−1

w+1
} is a best pathP1(d, ew.y).

forward a path of m edges{e1, e2, ..., em} such that for aw i.e
transverse 0 < w < m, {e1, ..., ew} is either
Pft(s, d) simple transverse or backward-transverse and such that,

{em, em−1, ..., ew+1} is a best pathP1(ew.y, d).

Table II: Terminology

The DT algorithm prunes the graph to obtain the most
interesting NHs composition. Therefore, we focus only on
next hops proposing shortest alternate paths. Then, DT(p)
validation procedure tests individually each candidate NH
(contrary toMPDA or MPATH in [17]). Our technique allows
to forward differently packets depending on the incoming link,
without computing best costs of upstream nodes towards all
destinations.
In figure 2, if we consider router1 as the source, edges
{2, 3} and{3, 2} are transverseaccording tobranch3(1) and
branch2(1). Pft(1, 6) = {{1, 3}, {3, 2}, {2, 4}, {4, 6}} is a
forward transverse path which link router1 and6.

B. Loop Avoidance at depth p : DT(p)

At this stage, we have to guarantee that composition of next
hops computed byDT does not produce loops. To guarantee
the loop free routing property with next hops combination on
an adjacent nodev (p = 1), we define this condition :

Cj(v, d) ≤ C1(s, d), 1≤j≤k+(v) (5)

This condition is directly used between adjacent nodes with
DT(1). It means thatNHj(v, d), the jth next hop computed
by v, is a loop free NH for traffic coming froms : thus v
activates a routing row for transit traffic coming froms and
s activates a routing row viav for its local traffic towardsd
(∃i | NHi(s, d) = v, v a viable NH). Note that each upstream
router has its own set of viable NHs. The setNH(s, v, d) is
necessarily included in the activated set for the local traffic :
NH(v, v, d).
In figure 2, router3 validates withDT(1) a routing row with
NH2(3, 6) = 2 ∈ NH(3, 3, 6) for its local traffic towards
destination6. However, router3 cannot, with this condition,
use 1 as a viable outgoing link towards destination6. With
DT(1), routers2 and 3 can use each other as a possible NH
for destination6, so that traffic coming from1 to destination
6 may be forwarded via1 − 2 − 4 − 6 and1 − 3 − 5 − 6 but
also via1 − 2 − 3 − 5 − 6 and1 − 3 − 2 − 4 − 6.
To improve the number of validated path, we must increase
the depth of the validation process, this is DT(p). Let us define
the term ofroute as opposed to the notion ofcomputed path
to introduce the concept of loop avoidance at depthp.

Definition 1 (Route):Formally, we denoteRm(s, d) a route
of m hops which links a sources and a destinationd. We note
NH(s, s, d) the set of validated NHs onS for its local traffic.
Hence, a routeRm(s, d) is a composition of validated NHs
(depending on the incoming interface : the link which connects
the preceding router) and takes this form :

Rm(s, d) = {r1, r2, · · · , ri, ri+1, · · · , rm}

with ri+1 ∈ NH(ri−1, ri, d) andr1 ∈ NH(s, s, d)
With this terminology we can describe our breadth first search
loop detection method withp nodes in depth. This is a wave
of messages calledquerytriggered on each downstream router
v = r1 where DT(1) does not succeed for the upstream
nodes on thekth NH of r1 : NHk(r1, d). These messages
query(s, d, c, q, P ) containc = C1(s, d), the best cost fors,
q (1 ≤ q ≤ p) the number of remaining hops andP the set of
tested routers. In the following we describe our algorithm for
fixed s andd. The aim is to determine if a NH is valid, even
if it does not satisfy condition (5). Withp>1, DT(p) cannot
benefit from the granularity of the incoming interface. Ifp > 1,
condition (5) has to be verified for all NHs computed by DT.
However, a router has only to take care of loops coming back
to itself. A routerrθ (0 < θ < p) can appear twice or more
in the validation phase. The wave triggered on a routerr1

which does not belong toNH(s,s,d)with p=1 (or if a router
r2 = NHk(r1, d) does not belong toNH(r1, s, d)), must
explore, in a radius ofp-1, all NH compositions to test the set
paths generated byDT . If r1, a neighbor ofs, does not verify
condition (5) onNHk(r1, d) = r2, it forwards the validation
messagequery(s, d, c, q − 1, r1) to r2 and waits for a reply.
When a noderi+1 receives aquery(s, d, c, q, P ) from ri, the
pseudo code of the DT(p) algorithm can take this form :

⊲ if NHj(ri+1, d) satisfies condition (5),ri+1 stores a
VALID result for NHj(ri+1, d)

⊲ else if NHj(ri+1, d) = rθ with rθ ∈ P = {r1, ..., ri},
ri+1 stores a SKIP result forNHj(ri+1, d)

⊲ else if NHj(ri+1, d) = s, ri+1 replies with a LOOP
result tori

⊲ else if q > 0, ri+1 sends aquery(s, d, c, q − 1, P ) with
P ← P ∪ ri+1 to its candidateNHj(ri+1, d)

⊲ else the max depthp has been reached without success
and a LOOP result is returned tori

The response computed on a routerri+1,1<i+1≤p, a potential
NH ∈ NH(ri+1, ri, d), contains a result among :

(a) LOOP : if a loop comes back tos.
(b) VALID : if the NH verifies condition (5) towardsd.
(c) SKIP : if the router creates loops not coming back tos.

When ri, with i > 1, has a result/reply for all its candidate
NHs it computes its own result which is the max of all
responses (the order of replies/results verifiesLOOP >
V ALID > SKIP ) and sends it tori−1. If r1 receives a
VALID results thanks to a routerr2, it can validate this NH
and transmit a VALID result tos if r2 ∈ NH(r1, r1, d). By
induction on the routeRm(s, d), we obtain (each routerri is
also considered as a source) :



NH(ri, ri+1, d) 6= ∅ only if ri verifies condition (5) on a NH
of ri+1, or if ri+1 receives a VALID result coming from a
routerri+2 for a given couple(ri, d).
Formally, with the DT(p) procedure, a routerri in a route
Rm(s, d) guarantees, for every destinationd, that:

(a) No NH composition in a radius ofp comes back tori

(no LOOP result).
(b) If {k|NHk(ri+1, d) = ri+2 ∧Ck(ri+1, d) > C1(ri, d)},

routersri+q, 2≤q≤p guarantee in a maximum radius of
p − q, for each possible NHs composition with DT
(except SKIP NH), a cost less thanC1(ri, d).

(c) NH(ri, ri+1, d) ⊂ NH(ri+1, ri+1, d).
Item (a) simply prevents loops on routerri. Item (b) uses
condition (5) : all NHs computed with DT must correspond
to a path whose cost verifies this condition if DT(1) does
not directly succeed. If a NH computed on a routerri+k, k≤p

forwards back to a routerri+j , 1≤j<k this generates a SKIP
result : that is its own job to avoid loops on itself. Item (c)
ensures that the downstream router,ri+1, does the same for
its local traffic, and activates for upstream routers only the
routing rows it activated for itself. These conditions ensure
that the constructed routes are loop free in a stable state. For
more details about scalability and routers synchronization to
achieve a stable state, refer to [11] (a formal proof of the loop
free routing property with DT(p) is also given).
After some experimentations it appears that it is not usefulto
try do validate as many next hops as possible. The more DT
stores candidate NHs, the more difficult it is for DT(p), with
p > 1, to verify the property (a). We choose as an improvement
to try to validate only all best cost next hops and the best
valid sub optimal next hop if any (DT has only to store these
NHs). This insures that in most cases there will be at least one
alternate path. The set of routes generated by this improvement
is not a subset of routes validated without modifying DT.
In the example given in figure 2, router4 is able withDT(3)
to validate a routing row on2 towards 6 because the best
cost computed on5 is equal to its own (VALID result). Other
candidate NHs on2 and 3 returns SKIP results. If the DT
computation on2 stores the alternate NH via1, NH3(2, 6),
it is not possible to validate the routeR4(4, 6) = {2, 3, 5, 6}.

IV. PERFORMANCE CRITERIA ANDSIMULATION RESULTS

A. Evaluation networks

We ran simulations on four networks that we have ob-
tained by multicast traces (see Table III1) with ns2. These
network topologies have been obtained through the "mrinfo"
tool. For networks where native multicast routing is enabled
and "mrinfo" is not filtered, this tool gives precise maps of
router interconnections (see [15]). Renater, Opentransit, Global
Crossing and Alternet are such networks (their maps are given
in [1]). We consider each link as symmetric in valuation and
existence. The valuation of each link is considered equal.
Therefore, the metric used to determine the cost of a route is
the number of hops, even though DT(p) is able to work with a

1The edge number is the number of simplex links

classical link state metric. To ensure concision, the following
figures concern only two topologies whose characteristics are
representative of the others. Nevertheless, we gather important
results in table IV for an exhaustive study.
We also use a valuated topology, the GEANT network, to
complete our analysis. We use an additive metric and a link
valuationw given in [16].

Network name # of nodes # of edges Diameter

Alternet 83 334 8
Global Crossing 112 340 11
Open Transit 76 206 11
Renater 79 198 9

GEANT 23 74 6

Table III: Evaluation networks
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In figure 3 (the scale is logarithmic), the number of loop free
routes is gathered depending on their length. Route distribution
is analyzed with three protocols.SPF, only considers strictly
best routes.LFI only validates equal cost routes because
valuation is uniform. We gathered all validated alternate routes
by DT(p), with p ∈ {1, 3}, depending on the best one which
links two routers. Left bars concern OpenTransit whereas right
ones describe Alternet route distribution. Figure 3 can be used
as a basis for the interpretation of figures 4 and 5 : a bar,
corresponding to a route lengthl, in figure 3 is equal to the
sum of all points of the curvemin = l in figures 4 and 5.
We observe that the number of alternate routes validated with
DT(p) is very high compared to the number of routes validated
with LFI condition.

B. Number of protection routes

In this section, we present the number of routes validated by
DT(p) according to route lengthl. Because we choose all link
costs to be equal in our simulations, presented results verify
this relation :

l ≤ lmin × (p + 1) (6)

wherelmin denotes the minimal distance between two routers.
The route length is gathered depending on this parameter.



Thus, all pairs[source, destination] sharing this value are
analyzed on the same curve in the three following figures. The
first point of the curve withlmin = 1 indicates the number
of links in the network and the first point of the last curve
corresponds to the network diameter. In this section, we do
not focus on theLFA technique (with or withoutUTURN
extension) given by condition (3), because the routes cannot
be used simultaneously but only in case of link failures. If we
consider alternate routes as viable even if there is no failure,
this implies many loops with this kind of rerouting protocol.
OpenTransit is a low connected network :2.7 simplex links
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per node in average. The number of routes validated by our
technique is therefore less important than for Alternet, mainly
because the length of cycles in the network are often superior
to the maximal depth of search. On both networks, we notice
that the length of validated routes rarely reached its upper
limit (6). This observation is reassuring, especially witha
great depth of validation, insofar as the validated bypass routes
are not so much longer than the best one. As we notice in
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Figure 5: Alternet route distribution withDT(3)

the following section, the number of validated routes directly
influence the protection ratio in terms of potentially bypassed
links. The capabilities in term of rerouting is proportionnal to
the number of alternate routes. When a local alternate route
exists, a router saves the failure notification period and the

path computation delay. Therefore, the reaction time depends
only on failure detection and FIB updating times. We also
present results obtained with the GEANT topology in figure
6. This representation contains results for SPF, LFI and DT(3).
Routes are classified according to the number of hops although
the valuation is not uniform. We observe that the distribution
does not seem to be as regular as for a hop count metric. We
do not presentDT(1) results for lisibility and because they
are very close to LFI results. The link valuation changes the
topology characteristics. Thus, LFI can validate a larger set of
paths than with ECMP or even withDT(1). The number of
validated routes is an important factor to save the notification
time as we illustrate in the next section. And obviously, if the
alternate route is disjoint from the primary route, the coverage
capabilitie is full.
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Figure 6: GEANT route distribution

C. Protected links and coverage

In this section we compare the protection capabilities of
different alternate path selection techniques, in the caseof a
link failure. In the first two figures we calculate the average
link protection ratio on each pair of nodes in the network,
according to the minimal route length. Thus, if only2 links
on a best route of length4 can be protected thanks to its set
of protection path, the resulting ratio is1/2. We compare two
different modes of protection. The first one that we calllocal
protectionis computed in the following way : a link{a, b} is
considered as protected only if there exists a protection path
crossing the same nodea, but which has an alternate next hop
c 6= b on this common node.
The second protection mode, that we calledupstream pro-
tection, considers that a link is protected if there exists a
protection path which does not contain this link. Some links
cannot be protected at all since their failures partition the
network (isthmus link). To ensure a correct analysis, we only
consider links that can be protected in the following results.
Hence, evaluated techniques do not take isthmus links into
account. Alternet contains approximatively10% of links that
can not be protected whereas this proportion reaches33% for
OpenTransit. As illustrated in figure 7,UTURN is slightly
more effective thanDT(3) in terms of coverage. The results
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Figure 7: Local protection results

of our multipath routing technique almost reach the same
protection ratio asUTURN does on the five networks (see
Table IV). However,DT(3) has better results thanLFA (except
on GEANT). The major issue is that condition (5) has to be
guaranteed on each computed NH in the DT(p) phase. With
unipath rerouting protocols such asUTURN the validation
process is required only on the best NH. To sum up, DT(p) per-
forms almost as well as the best unipath rerouting technique.
But, in addition, DT(p) is able to use alternate paths for load
balancing. Routes validated by DT(p) are designed both for
fast rerouting and load balancing. Moreover, if we consider
the possibility to make upstream neighbors to cooperate when
a failure occurs, then we can introduce the notion of upstream
protection (see figure 8). Upstream link protection impliesthat
there is a backward wave notifying the failure (possibly up
to the source node). The traffic redirection could be done on
upstream routers which have an alternate route which does not
include the failed link. Thus, upstream protection resultsare
obviously better than local protection results, but the reaction
time can become high. Indeed, the time necessary to inform
the concerned rerouting node could be large according to
the topology. This notification backward wave protocol is not
given here, this is not in the scope of this document. However,
we discuss about possible implementations in the last section.

Network name Direct Upstream
LFI LFA DT(3) UTURN LFI DT(3)

Alternet 17.8 98 99.2 99.4 34.2 99.8
Open Transit 15.9 62.1 77.8 86.6 33.3 91.7
Global Crossing 19.5 73.5 87.1 91.1 43.7 96.1
Renater 10 51.5 67.3 69.2 21 85
GEANT 36.6 83.7 74.6 87 63.4 94

Table IV: Coverage

LFI cannot protect routes of length 1. Indeed, if link capac-
ities are uniform, condition (2) cannot validate a protection
route for adjacent routers. Figure 10 shows the coverage
capabilitie in a different way. We compute for each link the
number of times,y, that a primary route use it (see figure
9). We notice on both networks that the link utilization is
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not homogeneous. That means that networks can be coarsely
partitioned in core links and border links. Then, we comparey
to the number of times,x, this link is protected by an alternate
route of a given technique. The protection ratiosy

x
are sorted

by the number of pairs of nodes using this link within their
best route. Links are gathered by groups of7 for a better
readability.
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The link protection results show us that the protection does



not depend on the link situation (in the core or border of the
network). Moreover, we observe thatDT(3) does not present
results systematically superior toLFA and inferior toUTURN.
The protection results depend on topology characteristics: the
main problem for the DT(p) validation is that the number of
NHs computed with DT limits the success of NHs validation
even though a recovery path exists. In figure 2, if we want to
protect route5 − 3, 5 cannot find a protection route because
router2 (on 2, p = 3) has two paths and the one via1 has a
cost bigger thanC1(5, 3) = 1. Although there exists a recovery
route5−6−4−2−3, router5 cannot select router6 as a viable
next hop to reach3 because router2 cannot guarantee item (b)
in section III-B. However, links which are in a simple cycle of
length5 can be protected withDT(3), whereasUTURNcannot.
The cycle lengths in the network and their overlap is a major
issue for the validation procedure and the depth adjustement
of DT(p). Indeed, in a simple ring with uniform valuation,
the coverage achieved withDT(3) is better than withUTURN.
DT(p) is able to give good protection results with, in addition,
the possibility to use alternate routes for load balancing.

D. Discussion

Our protocol allows us to benefit from a temporary efficient
solution for fast rerouting while the failure is broadcasted with
LSAand optimal routes are recomputed. However our method
efficiency depends on topology. Therefore, in some particular
cases, there is no local alternative to directly reroute traffic.
An intuitive solution is to alert upstream neighbors which are
concerned by the failure. Lets be a router which detects a
failure on a link {s, v}, where v is the primary next hop,
concerning a subset of destinationsD = {d1, d2, ..., di, ..., dn}
that it cannot reroute locally. Eithers cannot shift traffic on
an alternate NH, or the alternate link does not support the
induced load. Thens must inform its upstream routers set
with concerned destination that it cannot reroute their traffic.
Let consider a single upstream routerp related to the given
destinationdi. This router is adjacent tos and is present in
its forwarding table :NH(p, s, di) 6= ∅, {p, s} is an incoming
link towards di. Then s ask p to stop forwarding traffic to
itself towardsdi. When s ∈ NH(p′, p, di) where p′ is an
upstream router ofp for di, either p will locally reroute the
traffic via an alternative NH (| NH(p′, p, di) |≥ 2), or if it
cannot, it will forward the failure notification to each of its own
upstream routersp′ (and recursively potentially up to traffic
sources). This sketch of notification protocol should perform
an average protection rate superior to90% (last column in
Table IV). However, it has to ensure in practice that the
notification time is lower than the best route reconfiguration.
Indeed, it is not useful to transmit the failure notificationto
a remote upstream router if the time needed to transmit this
notification is close to the convergence time of a classical
routing protocol (such as OSPF or ISIS) when the topology
changes. The failure notification can stop when all notified
routers can use a route which does not contain the failed link.
With this upstream rerouting technique, we save the time of
the SPF re-computation (see [8]) andFIB updating, so the

recovery time only depends on the failure detection period and
on the failure notification delay. This period mostly depends
on the distance between the failure and the rerouting point.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a multipath routing ap-
proach which protects from link failures almost as well as
with unipath rerouting techniques. Results given in this paper
guarantee a purely local coverage close to that generated
by best unipath fast rerouting methods such asUTURN.
Although multipath routing seems to fit well with protection
and restoration issues, we have insisted on the difficulty to
ensure a protection scheme when multiple routes can also be
used for load balancing. Our proposition allows to use several
routes for proportional routing, whereas protection issues are
only a subcase when proportions are integers in{0, 1}. We
have also discussed ways to achieve better global coverage
results. A simple notification protocol which informs close
neighbors about failures can still add a considerable degree of
protection to raise a nearly full coverage.
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